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ELECTRIC PLANER DUO CE223X - PLANING + SANDING

€576,25 (excl. VAT)

This revolutionary planer and sander from Virutex is light and easy to use. Thanks to the exchangeable
tool holder, you can quickly switch between planing and sanding or vice-versa. A cutting head with

shearing blades in high-quality carbide (widia) is fitted as standard on this sander. These blades have a
width of 80mm and, thanks to their helicoidal cut, deliver a perfect result of all your planing work.

Included in the package is a sanding sleeve with grain 40 sandpaper roller. The sanding roller is suitable
for use on multiple surfaces such as wood, plastics or solid-surface materials. Sanding rollers with
different granules or a cutting head with straight knives are available separately. Because of these

characteristics the CE223X is very suitable for a wide range of applications.

Supplied as standard in a handy PVC case.

SKU: VIR-CE223X
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This revolutionary planer and sander from Virutex is light and easy to use. Thanks to the exchangeable tool
holder, you can quickly switch between planing and sanding or vice-versa. A cutting head with shearing blades

in high-quality carbide (widia) is fitted as standard on this sander. These blades have a width of 80mm and,
thanks to their helicoidal cut, deliver a perfect result of all your planing work. Included in the package is a

sanding sleeve with grain 40 sandpaper roller. The sanding roller is suitable for use on multiple surfaces such as
wood, plastics or solid-surface materials. Sanding rollers with different granules or a cutting head with straight

knives are available separately. Because of these characteristics the CE223X is very suitable for a wide range of
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applications.

Supplied as standard in a handy PVC case.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Planing and sanding machine
Quick change between sanding sleeve & cutting head

DESCRIPTION

This revolutionary planer and sander from Virutex is light and easy to use. Thanks to the exchangeable tool
holder, you can quickly switch between planing and sanding or vice-versa. A cutting head with shearing blades

in high-quality carbide (widia) is fitted as standard on this sander. These blades have a width of 80mm and,
thanks to their helicoidal cut, deliver a perfect result of all your planing work. Included in the package is a

sanding sleeve with grain 40 sandpaper roller. The sanding roller is suitable for use on multiple surfaces such as
wood, plastics or solid-surface materials. Sanding rollers with different granules or a cutting head with straight

knives are available separately. Because of these characteristics the CE223X is very suitable for a wide range of
applications. Supplied as standard in a handy PVC case.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 3,2 kg

Input Power 700W

Cutting depth 0-3mm

Planing width 80mm

Maximum planing depth 11mm

Sanding depth 0-1mm

Sanding roller width 81mm
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No-load speed 16500rpm


